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After the mapping session
with the participant, the
researcher did the mapped ride
independently and took photos
along the way.
These photos correspond
to places the participant
described when explaining
their map.

Above: Approximate photo locations labeled on participant’s drawn user
experience map. Location: Amstelveen, The Netherlands.
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“Here there was a
very clear overview
and a spacious
single lane road. I
didn’t have to worry
about oncoming
traffic and I felt
safe.”
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“This was a clear
roundabout,
however I had to
give a signal in
order for the cars
to brake on time,
because I have
right of way. In
general, the cars
gave me right of
way, because they
clearly saw me
coming. It’s also
nice that there
was a piece of
pavement between
the cycling lane
and the road.”
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“This was an exit
for cars with an
unclear overview,
where I had to
slow down, despite
having the right of
way.”
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“This was also a
clear roundabout,
where I had the right
of way. Cars have
to brake when bikes
cross.”
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“The bicycle lane
was the same road
as that of the car
road, but there
was enough space
between both lanes.
The car lane was
wide so sometimes
cars tended to pass
by faster past me
than allowed.”
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“This was again a
clear roundabout,
where I had the right
of way and cars had
to brake.”
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“I cycled on this
street where cars
also drive, but at a
slow speed of 30
kilometer per hour.
The upside was that
cars were less able
to overtake me. The
downside was that
when cars were in a
hurry they forcefully
overtook me. The
road was also much
smaller because cars
were parked on the
side.”
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“There was a
separate crossing
for cyclists and
pedestrians, but
at first sight it was
unclear to me which
one I had to take.”

